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Introduction
Home Education Network (HEN) is a nationwide, voluntary, non-profit support group
and representative body for families who choose to home educate or to engage in the
pursuit of learning outside of the school system. We connect home educating families at
a local and community level and build a nationwide network. By engaging with state agencies,
we aim to positively influence government policy and processes in relation to home education
and its governance. We promote the awareness of home education as a legal and
constitutionally protected option for families in Ireland.

We set out to get a better understanding of what people thought of HEN as an organisation and
to find out what the needs of the community were. We hoped that we could then use the
information to focus resources and volunteer hours to areas that would best help the Home
Education (HE) community.

The survey was conducted between July 7th 2020 and August 1st 2020. In total 202 people
took part in the survey. The survey was sent out to all members, and they were asked to share it
with both members and non members. It was also shared on social media, both the private and
public HEN facebook pages and other facebook pages not managed by HEN.

Findings
● We did not record the dates that assessments took place.
● A number of Parents don’t have a full understanding of the 3 different types of

assessments, 1. Preliminary, 2. Ongoing, 3. Comprehensive.

Summary
The survey covered the following areas

1. HEN membership
Respondents were 82% members versus 18% non members
Top reason for not becoming a member was that people don’t know enough about HEN.

2. Children and start of HE
● Largest age profile within the community is the 6-12 year olds (72%).
● 56% of the children have left the school environment.
● 98% found positive changes in the children when they left school.
● 90% of Parents reported that the children seemed more content and relaxed.
● 79% became calmer/less anxious.

3. Reasons for HE
72% of Parents felt the decision to home educate was made by choice. For the other
18%, home education was a necessity due to feelings that fell into a common theme of
being let down by the school system. This ranged from feelings that they “expected
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the system to be better” to “special needs children who did not receive the care we
expected”.

Parents also reported that although the decision has been circumstantially driven, now
that they are home educating, they are very happy with the decision and the home
environment is much better for their children.

56% of Parents had concerns about HE, the main concern being around socialisation/
community. Wanting the children to have peers and a wider support network outside of
the family unit.

4. Additional Needs
40% of Parents reported having a child with additional needs. Over 86% said this fully or
partly factored into their decision to HE.

34% reported that they felt the child misses out on resources that they would have
accessed via school. Services and therapies were the most commonly reported
(specifically July provision, NEPS, assistive technologies, speech and OT).

5. Return to school
15.8% reported that the child(ren) returned to school; half of these stated this was
because the child asked to return to school. Children returning to school were
predominantly “able to handle school demands calmly, [were] more focused &
motivated”.

"Teachers remarked on their focus, ability to communicate with staff and peers, ability to
take initiative without instruction".
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Parents mentioned that children “Did well returning to school but anxiety returned due to
"school expectations", so they chose to “HE again” or “Returned home again as they
found it limiting".

6. Tusla Assessment Process

Observation from the responses - A number of Parents don’t have a full
understanding of the 3 different types of assessments, 1. Preliminary, 2. Ongoing, 3.
Comprehensive.

Preliminary
Just over half of the respondents had a preliminary assessment. 64% had the
assessment at home, 26% had a phone assessment (remote assessments were
introduced towards the end of 2019). Other options were to have it in another location or
also by email.

63% of families had the child(ren) present at the assessment with only 25% of Assessors
requesting this. 35% of Parents felt the Assessors attempted to assess the child's
knowledge.

When asked how they like the preliminary assessment process to be improved, the
majority of Parents reported they would like for consistency in the process and the
Assessors. They would also like a clearer understanding of what to expect.

Ongoing
The majority of ongoing assessments happen approx 2 years after the preliminary, with
Parents mentioning that it happened when a sibling was having a preliminary
assessment.

Parents found the ongoing assessment experience positive, but improvements to the
process would be to make it less stressful for the families with one parent stating they
would like it to be “less fraught and combative”. Respect is needed and it should not
make the child(ren) feel ‘put on the spot’. It could also be reduced in length.

Comprehensive
During the comprehensive assessment Parents reported only 50% of the Assessors
asked questions to assess the child(ren)s knowledge. Not all Parents were present when
the child was questioned. 77% felt it reflected their homeschooling approach. When
asked what improvements they would make to the process
Parents said to “Shorten it, it’s far too long”.

Reports
Majority of Parents felt the report provided by Tusla was accurate, with only 27% asking
for changes to the report.

HEN - When asked “How do you think HEN could support you better for your
assessment?” Almost 39% of responses wanted more clarity and information provided.
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7. HEN Aims
When we asked what HEN should focus on more, Parents said we should provide more
information about routes to qualifications and on services available for children with
additional needs and how to get them when home educating.

Full Survey Results

Section 1 - HEN Membership

Question 1
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Question 2

Question 3
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Section 2 - Children and start of HE

Question 4

Question 5
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Question 6

Question 7
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Question 8

Question 9
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Question 10

Question 11
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Question 12

Section 3 - Reasons for HE

Question 13
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Question 14

Question 15
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Examples of answers given under this question were
● "prioritising the development of the whole child not just their 'education'."
● "It is a more holistic approach to a child's life. Learning integrated as a normal part of

living and putting mental health before information learning is a priority we never saw in
the education system."

● "our child is autistic and homeschooling provides a stress free, flexible explorative
environment for him to grow and learn and feel safe at the same time."

● Parents also reported children were eating better at home

Question 16
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Question 17

Question 18
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Section 4 - Additional Needs

Question 19

Question 20
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Question 21

Question 22
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Section 5 - School Return

Question 23

Question 24
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Question 25

Question 26
If there is anything else you would like to add about your child returning to school, please do this
here.
Summary of answers

● Accessing 2nd level can be difficult for HE
● Did well returning to school but anxiety returned due to "school expectations", so they chose to

HE again
● Found the school environment “toxic”
● Found there was still bullying in the new environment but child was better able to cope on return
● Disappointed with the simplistic curriculum available and not debate or critical engagement
● Returned home again as they found it "limiting"
● "Teachers remarked on their focus, ability to communicate with staff and peers, ability to take

initiative without instruction "
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Section 6 - Tusla Registration

Question 27

Question 28
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Question 29

Question 30
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Question 31

Summary of answers
‘They requested and I allowed (for 10 minutes). If I’d said no, I don’t think they
would have tried to “require” it.”

“They were playing around us and he engaged with them, but didn’t impose on
them. He was extremely polite.”
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Question 32

Question 33
Only regarding the PRELIMINARY assessment, please provide details of any questions
the Assessor asked to your child(ren).
Summary of positive responses ....

● Asked about art work, hobbies, etc.
● Asked about music lessons... otherwise general small talk, as far as I can remember.
● it was just in conversation - which was very brief anyway.
● something like show me your picture. I remember kids asked questions to assessor
● I felt it was fair and just like a conversation. I was happy with it
● I think she asked them their interests, and when shown art projects asked about that in

more detail.
● It was just a conversation and she was happy with the way my children mentioned

different Irish names for different places.
● It was very casual, rather like meeting any new child and no predetermined Qs. Just

making the child feel comfortable
● basic civilities - how are you, etc. Engaged with them politely depending on what they

said.
● He asked to see their bookshelves etc, asked about their activities. He was very

understanding and very supportive.
● None. Just hello and how are you
● None. They greeted her politely and then left.
● Did she enjoy being home schooled
● Did she like reading
● He just seemed to want to chat to him and asked him about daily activities he did. My

child was very shy so he didn’t have much luck.
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Summary of negative responses ....
● Asked about level of knowledge in maths...for example whether we had reached the

level of learning & understanding the 3D shapes yet and what level we were at with
telling time etc.

● Asked them both to read from a book on our table, asked them both a question from a
maths book

● Basic maths / literacy questions
● He pointed at words on her workbook to see if X could read it and looked through a

copybook to see her handwriting
● He was asked to read out loud
● Math level (particularly Arithmetic, ability to perform basic operations and whether I could

provide pictures of the child sitting and doing math workbooks); English level -
vocabulary and grammar.

● Maths questions
● The Assessors interacted with the boys in order to assess them, asking them basic

questions. On both occasions, I showed them the work which we were completing.
● They asked them various questions to test their understanding of different subjects
● What level their literacy skills were at, examples of their writing.

Question 34
Only regarding the PRELIMINARY assessment, if you want to add any other detail, please
do this here.

Summary positive responses
● Assessor was very supportive and had home educated her children whilst working

abroad
● Both times the experience was very positive
● I found assessment a very pleasant experience that made me and my husband feel very

empowered to carry on home educating. The were very nice and respectful.
● I had a very positive experience.
● I really enjoyed them (two kids registered and assessed at different times)
● I submitted photographs to the Assessor and they asked lots of questions about

friendships and hobbies. I wasn’t expecting the level of questioning. they were very
pleasant to deal with.

● It was fine, never really had any problems.
● It was quite an extensive interview , very thorough but very pleasantly facilitated .
● It was very pleasant and relevant.
● It was very straightforward, got a lovely Assessor, assessed over the phone during the

pandemic, waited about 12 months for assessment
● Phone call took about 1h for one child. Assessor was happy with the answers we

provided. No further evidence was required or asked from us.
● The Assessor was very knowledgeable, kind, respectful, understanding and supportive.

Summary negative responses
● Asked for proof of work
● Asked me what qualifications I had. I said they weren't supposed to ask that.
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● I felt the Assessors were completely unprepared for the assessment regardless of what
information i had previously sent them with regards to what we were doing - teaching our
kids in relation to basic coding skills

● I felt they were holding all the cards and we were seeking permission to home ed. I
would not have the children there if doing it again.

● It was always very short notice after months of us waiting. The more recent ones wanted
to see work by the children rather than being happy with the philosophy of education
given.

● Remember second time, second Assessor told me I’m nothing to worry if my kids don’t
know Gaelic, because they are not Irish . But later on in his verdict was written phrase
about: children who do not know the Irish language are not eligible to go to university.
Mother was warned about this. For me it was strange.

Question 35
Only regarding the PRELIMINARY assessment, how would you like the assessment
process to be improved?
Summary of responses

● Child friendly language without the need for lanyards stating they are from the child and
family department

● Consistency between Assessors. Some in favour of unschooling, others aren't
● Consistency in the process and a clearer understanding of what to expect from the

process and the assessment itself.
● I was glad not to have my child present for the assessment. I also had a friend with me

and did it at her house. I think it would be great if families were aware of the options.
● I would like Assessors to be very specific about what we are required to be assessed on.

I felt like I was being caught out on a few things for example he wanted to put down that
we might return to school and that I kept detailed records when neither are very true.

● I would like it to be more collaborative in nature, and less of an obvious assessment
process.

● I would like the Assessors to take the time to do a little research of their own to build an
understanding of why certain subjects like coding not taught in school at the time would
be provided to children.

● If HEN had its own Assessor that would do the assessments, in a friendly helpful
manner, so the Parent can learn and feel confident on the journey, rather than feeling not
good enough or judged.

● It would be good to have a brief bio of the Assessor beforehand just to have an idea of
the person behind the role.

● Less intrusive, especially when questioning about a child with additional needs. If my
child was in school I would be lucky to get 10 mins with their teacher but yet Tusla
expects hours from a Parent doing their utmost due to a failing school system with class
sizes of over 35

● Shorten the assessment
● Some Assessors tell the Parents they will be recommend, some don’t. This causes extra

stress and should be more consistent.
● They should give Parents advice, it should be completely supportive of Parents. They

have the ability to do this.
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Question 36

Question 37
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Question 38
Only regarding the ONGOING assessment, how would you like the assessment process
to be improved?

● Assessments should be much less fraught and combative
● It should be carried out with as light a touch as possible, understanding that the

Assessor is invading the privacy of the home.  Respect must be the key word for
Assessors.

● Change the “standardised institutionalised formatting”. It is outdated.
● Not to put the child on the spot and pressurise them, it put him back a bit
● Stick completely within the guidelines
● Clarification on what exactly is “observation of the child”.
● Too long

Question 39

Question 40
Only regarding the COMPREHENSIVE assessment, if you have already been through it, after
how long did you have it?

● Unfortunately it seemed the question was not understood, answers were not usable.
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Question 41

Question 42
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Question 43

Question 44
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Question 45
Only regarding the COMPREHENSIVE assessment, how would you like it to be improved?
2 Responses

● Shorten it, it’s far too long
● It was very good

Question 46

Example response from a Parent who had mixed feeling
"I feel it was swayed towards what they want to hear, that they are ticking boxes"
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Question 47

Question 48

Question 49
If you would like to add anything regarding the TUSLA assessment, please do so here.

● It was relevant and I was happy with it.
● Assessments are terribly stressful and intrusive.
● It was comprehensive, supportive and fair.
● Mostly we have enjoyed the process and the children were happy to be involved but i do

think the training of the Assessors and what their backgrounds is, is important.
● PJ put my nerves at easy during the assessment
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● The assessment forms need to be overhauled making them more honest for Parents
with no pedagogical training.

● The immense responsibility the Parents are taking on should be acknowledged and
wholeheartedly supported. This could be addressed by providing a resource pack.
Perhaps including information on resources shared to TUSLA by other FAMILIES.

● the assessment interview itself went very well, the standardised material received
beforehand was helpful for me to fit in answers: to speak the language of the Assessor,
to formulate what i was undertaking in TUSLA terms. The report side was very
disappointing. the processing of the report was disappointing too.

● Was surprised at the lack of detail in the report given the amount of time put into the
process - it was the key points and highlights rather than full details. If I had known that I
might not have worried as much beforehand!

Question 50
How do you think HEN could support you better for your assessment?
54 responses in total

Almost 39% of responses wanted more clarity and information
Sample responses ...

● By making it very clear what information we are required to give in the
assessment and have this agreed by Tusla (consistency between Assessors).

● Videos/ training sessions, step by step walk throughs on assessments, how to
answer questions to the Assessor

● “what the Assessor can and can not ask. sample forms

Other Responses were
● Unschooling info HEN and Tusla
● Give TUSLA member feedback
● Info on irish
● Support for Parents dealing with bullying
● Facebook group like homeschoolers Ireland
● Hear about experiences of others in same county or province
● HEN member to be present during assessment
● Online videos and press coverage were massively helpful to us
● Work with Tusla to reduce length of time the preliminary assessment takes
● Office for support
● More reports on actual assessments and assessment reports please
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Section 7 - HEN’s Aims

Question 51-65
Among the following HEN constitutional aims, on which ones do you feel HEN should focus
more? (with 1 being not important, and 10 very important)
12 Questions were asked in total

No. Question Rank by importance
61 Giving information about routes to qualifications Joint 1st

62
Giving information on services available for children with additional needs
and how to get them when home educating Joint 1st

54
To build connections between home educators and the authorities and to
act as lobbyists with state authorities as need arises 2nd

52
To raise awareness of the fact that home education is a viable and legal
option and to build understanding between home educators and the public Joint 3rd

55
To strengthen the position of Home Education as an integral part of the
country's educational landscape Joint 3rd

53
To provide a means for the interchange of ideas and experiences among
home educators. 4th

51 To help to build your local Home Ed community Joint 5th
56 Providing Local Contacts Joint 5th

60 Giving information on health services normally available through schools 6th
57 Organising HEN Gathering 7th
59 Sending details of local events via email 8th

58
Working on getting targeted and relevant members discounts available
locally and nationally 9th

202 people responded to each question
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Survey Report Conclusion

We are very happy with the quality and quantity of the answers, this information is already
helping HEN focus its work on areas that matter most to the community. We feel this survey has
helped to confirm some anecdotal information we used or had. This has given more perspective
on the views of the community.

With thanks to all the families who
participated. We are very grateful for
the information provided and have
already started to use this to shape
HEN going forward.

Thanks to Marta Dorigo Salamon and
Genie King for the creation of the
survey.
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